
To Jill Evans MEP.  European Parliament and Commissioners.

From Rodney Maile.  20 Dairy Park, Milford Haven. SA733QB.

Date  07/10/2011  Mob 07771916893    

Dear Jill,              In support of my petition 0354/2006

My Petition showed grave concerns for placing LNG Storage Tanks either side of Milford 
Haven.     Quite simply most of the people may well be trapped around the LNG Sites in the event of 
Loss of Containment should any of the LNG Tanks lose containment and catch fire.     Most Safe 
Haven Members said these Tanks were Safe..!!, but I disagreed and went forward with a Petition to 
the Committee of Petitions E.P. Brussels.    There are grave dangers from LNG Tanks to people If 
they are sited near people and in the case of South Hook and Dragon LNG they are Sited to close to 
people.

Also building permission has been given to build quite a number of houses possibly 50 to a 100 
within 500 metres of South Hook..!!.  

The Emergency Plan is of no use to those living within a mile of these Tanks, what is horrifying is 
that within this space there is very little likelhood of being able to escape..!!   No one with a car or 
bus is going to pop down into Milford Haven or wherever to pick us up if there is a Disaster in the 
making..!!     The Welsh Assembly created a National Risk Register around 2007/08, and which states 
there must be a Zone of at least three kilometres around such an installation as South Hook or 
Dragon LNG before being built..!!

Now we have a confirmed leak in one of these Huge LNG Storage Tanks which hold around 166 
million cubic metres of LNG at Dragon.     Letter from the HSE which has been initiated by David 
Robinson member of Safe Haven, has resulted in it being confirmed that there are several small Gas 
leaks, but only Gas is being vented  -  at present. 

It should be that  - NO LNG STORAGE TANKS OR LNG SHIPS SHOULD BE ANYWHERE NEAR HUMAN 
HABITATION.        AT LEAST FIVE MILES /EIGHT KILOMETRES FROM THE LNG STORAGE TANKS AND 
LNG SHIPS SHOULD BE AN AREA WHERE HUMANS SHOULD NOT BE ALLLOWED TO BE IN. 

The Harbour which allows the passage of LNG Ships, and the filling up of huge LNG Storage Tanks 
alongside the Cleddau Estuary is a permanent threat to the lives of all 50,000 people living 
alongside the Cleddau Estuary.

The Harbour should be condemned to all LNG SHIPS AND LNG STORAGE TANKS in the Cleddau 
Estuary -  and a new place found where people can be kept out of the five mile area but 10 miles in 
diameter.     And then if something goes wrong, we don’t have the worry of huge numbers of people 
getting incinerated.

The Mercury Paper this week has carried this news item of Gas Leaking from an LNG Tank.

People everywhere have a duty to each other -  and that is -  not to place others into grave danger.

Quite obviously this has been totally ignored by Authorities, the H.S.E. the M.H.P.A.  and of course 
the Judges in the Royal Courts of Justice, London and which A.Hardy and I attended, who made the 
decision to allow the building of LNG Storage Tanks without allowing the Judicial Review. 

It may be to late if it does catch fire, due to the Intense Radiation, and the extreme liklehood of it 
setting fire to everything within a half mile Radius which means the entire Dragon Site will go on 
Fire.       If it goes on Fire whilst an LNG Ship is disgorging its LNG to the other tank, that also may be 
set on fire resulting in a HUGE CATASTROPHIC EVENT TAKING PLACE AND ON WATER WHICH NO 
ONE WANTS TO BE ANYWHERE NEAR - IF IT DOES CATCH FIRE.   



One can expect a Huge loss of Life if this Tank catches fire and possibly enormous  destruction of 
existing Tanks on the Site.      

The Question that now arises from the Leaking LNG Storage Tank at Dragon LNG Waterson, is, if it 
catches fire….!!!  

How long will it take to evacuate the following… [  or better still, remove the LNG Tanks thus 
making it safe for those living alongside the Cleddau Estuary..!!].  

[i]  all those in Pembroke Dock directly opposite across the Cleddau estuary and definitely in harms 
way from the radiation / heat, which reaches out past one mile, and causes 3 rd degree burns 
within 30 seconds on bare flesh..!! at a distance of one mile.  

[ii]  People in Waterston who are only a 100 metres away from the site, and of course people in  
Neyland.

[iii]  People in Milford Haven.   About twenty thousand including those in the Schools..!!

The point is, do we the civil population continue to live right alongside these LNG Storage Tanks 
when they should have been placed five miles away from human habitation…??     

How can anyone be certain that this is not going to catch fire..??

If it catches fire, it will set alight the rest of the Site.    The Question is do you know what this 
means..??

Prevention is better than cure, and this is precisely what the Authorities did not do  and that was to 
IMPLEMENT SIGTTO ESSENTIAL BEST PRACTICES RIGHT FROM THE VERY BEGINNING OR PLACE 
PREVENTIVE MEASURES INTO PLACE BEFORE ALLOWING THE BUILDING OF LNG STORAGE TANKS, 
AND THE REASON WAS , BECAUSE IT IS AN EXISTING HARBOUR, AND IS PRECISELY THE LAST PLACE 
YOU WOULD BUILD LNG STORAGE TANKS AND ALLOW LNG SHIPS INTO BECAUSE IGNITION RISKS 
ABOUND, AND PREVENTIVE MEASURES CANNOT BE PUT INTO PLACE AS THEY BUILD THE 
HARBOUR BECAUSE THE HARBOUR IS ALREADY EXISTING.       

Therefore you cannot back implement Preventive Measures nor Implement Sigtto essential best 
practices..!!

I am the only person who brought to the attention of the Authorities via my Petition 0354/2006  
that the LNG Storage Tanks were too near to the People, such as those Tanks built either side of  
Milford Haven, and that when I spoke to the Petitions Committee. E.P. Brussels  the Emergency 
Plan would be of no use, because it allows people to be trapped should a Castastrophic Event 
occur from either the Ships or from these LNG Storage Tanks loosing containment.  

I suppose we will just have to have a Disaster  before we get these LNG Storage Tanks removed.    
Someone bright will stand up and say    we will learn from our mistakes, when all the time we have 
Sigtto essential best practices being totally ignored, and not one discussion about why Preventive 
Measures were not being put into place.   

So now you have the recipe for a Disaster of enormous proportions and possibly with a huge loss of 
Life.      Who is going to take Responsibility for all these failings…???    

Where are the people who said it could be built without danger to the people..?? 

Most importanly,  how can we prevent a Huge loss of Life occurring at this point in time.

Best regards, 

Rodney Maile.


